Fast algorithms for analysing sequence data are presented. An aJgorithm for strict homologies finds all common subsequences of length >6 in two given sequences. With it, nucleic acid pieces five thousand nucleotides long can be compared in five seconds on CDC 6600. Secondary structure algorithms generate the N most stable secondary structures of an RNA molecule, taking into account all loop contributions, and the formation of all possible base-pairs in stems including odd pairs (G.G., C.U., etc.). They allow a typical 100-nucleotide sequence to be analysed in 10 seconds. The homology and secondary structure programs are respectively illustrated with a comparison of two phage genomes, and a discussion of Drosophila melanogaster 5S RNA folding.
INTRODUCTION
With the increase in length and number of the determined nucleic acid sequences, there is a growing need for programs that can efficiently exploit the available data (1) . Several programs were written around the world for editing or performing pattern analysis tasks on nucleic acid sequences (2-5, and J.-P. D., unpublished). Our main effort, the last years, has been in the design of reliable programs to search for secondary structures in nucleic acids. We describe here the main algorithmic ideas that helped us to gain on computing time without sacrificing the quality of the results. We also describe an algorithm for comparing sequences which is extremely efficient in finding common subsequences to two large sequences.
HOMOLOGY PROGRAMS
We shall describe, in its simplest form, an algorithm to search for strict repeats within a sequence. It adapts to the nucleic acid field some strategies that are classical in lexicographic search problems (Tiash coding' and 'separate chaining 1 ). With minor changes the algorithm searches for palindromes or inverted repeats or searches for homologies, inverted homologies or complementarities between two sequences.
We have a sequence N nucleotides long and want to know whether or not it contains repeated subsequences. The simplest strategy, used by Fitch (6) involves an explicit comparison between every nucleotide and every other nucleotide of the same sequence. Thus the number of calculation cycles is of the order of N^/2. With genomes of five thousand or more nucleotides, the method becomes time-consuming. (Corn's algortihm (t) involves in a first stage the determination and listing of all the subsequences of any length that are present only once in the complete sequence, then a stage of pairwise comparison of the sequences, facilitated by the fact that closely related subsequences occupy neighbouring positions in the list. We give now our central idea-Let us take a sequence : and consider that it is a string of overlapping n-mers. Written as a sequence of overlapping dinucleotides, the above sequence becomes :  1  10  20   TQCG,GG,GA,AT,TT,TQCG,GT,TA,AC,CG,GG,GT,TA,AC,CG,GG,GA,AT,TC In practice, when dealing with sequences several thousand nucleotides long, we consider them as strings of overlapping hexanucleotides. For simplicity of exposition we conduct here the analysis at the dinucleotide leveL Choosing a numbering system, we affect a different number to each possible dimer and rewrite the sequence as a string of numbers, thus for instance : 1 10 20 It, t, 1, 9, 7, 6, 1*, t, 5, 10, 15, U, 1, 5, 10, 15, t, 1, 9, 7, 1* We now scan once the sequence from beginning to end, and fill two tables, T and M. Table T has sixteen places corresponding to the sixteen possible dinucleotides. In scanning the sequence, we find for instance that position 8 is occupied by dinucleotide t (CG). We then fill position ** of T with number 8. But position t of T was containing a 2 since there is a CG in position 2 of the sequence. Before putting in the 8, we transfer the 2 into table M. Table M is, like the sequence, N positions long. We put the number 2 at the 8 position of M. Thus, M(8) = 2 indicates that a dimer of rank 8 in the sequence occured previously at position 2. At the end of the scanning the states of the various tables are as follows, 5 being the sequence written as a string of dimers : Now, we scan once table T. Looking at position 14, for instance, we learn that the dimer 1* (= TC) is present at position 21 of S, since TCl*f) = 21. Looking then at position 21 of table M, we learn, by M(21) = 7 that the previous occurence of TC was at position 7 of S, and by M(7) = 1, we learn that TC is present at position 1 of S too. We then refine the analysis by making pairwise comparisons and checking whether or not the discovered homologies extend beyond the initial dimers.
For example, we compared two complete genomes : Ml 3, comprising 6*07 nucleotides (7) and G4, containing 5577 nucleotides (8) . Restricting the search to strict homologies at the decanucleotide level or beyond, and selecting one strand in each genome, we find 38 common decanucleotides in the two sequences, 15 common undecamers, and three dodecamers : TCTATTGTTGAT (position 5467 in G4, 3580 in M13), AAAGATGGCAAA (5530, 2415), and TGATATGGTTGG (2731, 4462). The total computation time for this task was less than two seconds on CDC 6600. The programs have been used to analyse ribosomal RNAs (9) and mitochondrial DNA (to be published elsewhere). A user's guide and the complete listing of the programs will be sent upon request.
SECONDARY STRUCTURE PROGRAMS
In a given sequence of N nucleotides, there are L stems that can be formed by associating pairs of complementary or nearly complementary segments. L grows roughly like N"\ Then, there are 2 combinations of segments that may or may not correspond to feasible secondary structures. The problem of finding a fast algorithm to evaluate secondary structures is a challenging one, the requirement for speed being more important than for a homology program.
We started developping secondary structure prorgams four years ago. One of them was used to exploit the information contained in tRNA sequences (see (10) for peripheral details on the functionning of the program and for an introduction to the problem of secondary structure evaluation. Here we restrict ourselves to the central ideas which allowed us to save on calculation time.
To begin with (we shall remove this constraint later) consider potential structures containing at most M stems. For simplicity, consider provisionally that the free energy of a structure is the sum of the free energies of its individual stems. Suppose that we have a partial structure containing p stems of combined free energy E . We may now complete the structure by adding at most M-p stems. Suppose that we have a way to know that, among the segments that may be added to the partial structure, the M-p most stable ones make up a total free energy E.. . Then, E . = r r o;
is a lower boundary to the free energies of all structures of M or less segments that contain the initial p segments. While the program is exploring structures and evaluating their stabilities, it keeps in memory an assigned number of most stable structures. Let E.
be the free energy of the most stable structure in memory. If E . > E. ^ we know that no min besr structure (of M or less segments) containing the p initial segments will be more stable than the most stable structure in memory. In practice, we give ourselves a "confidence free energy interval" e of plus three to eight kilocalories and consider that all structures that might have free energies <E.
+ e are worth being explored further. But if ^rnin^ ^best + e ' t * le P ro 8 ram drops all branches from thereon. The exploration tree is, in our case, a depth first tree pruning, and the comparison between E . and Ej jest is made every time a segment is added to a partial structure. Thus, one key idea is to calculate a lower boundary to the energies that can be obtained along given pathways and drop accordingly the unpromising branches. We explain now how E . is computed.
The L segments are ranked in order of decreasing stabilities (increasing free energies). We have compatibility criteria to decide whether or not any two segments i and j are allowed to participate together to a structure. The usual criteria (11, 12) are that segments must not overlap and that they must be in a certain topological situation with respect to each other -satisfy the "principle of contiguity" (11, 12) . For every segment i we construct its tompatibility set" which contains, as booleans, the results of the compatibility tests made with every other segment of the list. In a sense, this set is the list of all the segments that are compatible with segment i. Every result of a compatibility test occupies just one memory bit. During tree pruning, we also construct the "instantaneous compatibility set" of the partial solution, which is equivalent to the list of all the segments that are simultaneously compatible with all the p segments of the partial solution. When adding the next segment the new instantaneous compatibility set is obtained as the intersection of the compatibility set of this segment with the former instantaneous compatibility set. Since our tree pruning draws segments in a fully ordered manner, if the p segment of the partial solution occupies rank k of the list of segments, the only segments that may be added to the partial solution are those of rank>k in the instantaneous compatibility set. Then, E., may be taken as the sum of the free energies of the M-p first segments of rank"> k in this set.
Actually, the free energy of a structure is the sum of the free energies of the stems and the free energies of the single-stranded regions (the "topological" energy). In order to incorporate the topological contribution in the E . -E.
comparison, two measures were adopted.
First, instead of dealing with the true free energy e s of a segment, we use a topological corrected energy e c = e $ + e t where e t is, in absolute value, the minimum topological contribution that can be expected from the inclusion of the considered segment anywhere in a structure. When a segment determines a loop too small to accomodate a further segment, e. includes the topological contribution of the loop.
Let E. and Eg be the true free energies of structures A and B, obtained by taking into account in a detailed manner all double-and single-stranded contributions. Let E 1 , and E'n be the approximate free energies computed by adding the topologically corrected free energies of the stems. Our extensive work with tRNA and 5S RNA shows that |(E A -E fi ) -(E' A -E' B )| is generally less than 2 kcal and almost never exceeds * kcal. Our second measure then is to make e in the test E 1 . > E\ + e sufficiently large that no solution can be lost. Of course, once a promising structure is found, its energy is computed in an exact manner, and compared to the true free energies of the structures stored in memory.
We now present a tree-pruning algorithm which obviates the need for a restriction on the maximum number of stems in a structure.
The idea is to separate the list of the segments into a number of disjoint subsets, the "incompatibility islets" such that within any islet, every segment is incompatible with all the segments of the islet. Assume that the first p segments have been partitionned into m incompatibility islets. If, in each of these islets, there is a segment compatible with segment p+1, then an (n+1) islet is created, containing this segment. Otherwise, the segment p+1 is incorporated into the first islet not containing a compatible segment. Other modes of partitionning the list into islets have not been considered.
Every structure may contain at most one segment taken from any given islet. When a partial solution of p segments is constructed, we determine E 1 and the instantaneous compatibility set of the partial solution as before. We then determine for every islet that remains to be explored, the most stable segment that is compatible with the partial solution, and we add up the energies of those leading segments to make a total E' L . We then compare as before E' mjn = E' + E' L to E 1^^ + e. Our published work on tRNA (10) was run entirely on the "islet" program.
There are two main classes of non-heuristic algorithms for predicting secondary structures.
1. Recurrent algorithms in which, having determined the best partial solution for every subsequence of length^;p, one determines the best partial solutions for the subsequences of length p+1, until p+1 equals the length of the complete sequence (13) (14) (15) (16) . Programs belonging to this class can be extremely rapid, especially so for large sequences. Unfortunately, they give by design only one structure so that the biologically important folding may be missed. Furthermore, difficulties are encountered when dealing with multi-branched loops (see (15) and (16) ). The difficulty is a basic one for these algorithms. Consider a subsequence from residue S. to residue S. and assume that the residues are unpaired. How to assign a free energy to this subsequence if we do not know whether S. and S. belong to internal, or to multi-branched loops ? The answer depends upon the arrangement of the molecule outside the section S. -S.. The Zuker-Stiegler program (16) turns around the difficulty by assigning equal values to internal and multi-branched loops. Thus, up to now, the programs of this kind work heuristically. Amendements are required in order to make them reliable, and capable of yielding more than one structure-The increase in complexity required by the implementation of such amendements, and hence the increase in calculation time are unknown.
2. Algorithms which, like ours, construct first a list of possible segments, then combine the segments to find the best structures (12, 17) . In this case, the number of combinations to explore, and hence the calculation time are dependent upon a number of options : are knotted topologies allowed ? what is the maximum number of segments that is allowed in a structure ? what are the selection rules for constructing the list of the segments ?
-we allow the standard pairs G.C and A.U, the wobble pair G.U and optionally, all the odd pairs (G.G, CC, U.C, CA, A.A, G.A, C.U) with binding values as in (10) . the shortening of a segment may provide the necessary room for the inclusion of another segment, giving a more stable conformation or permitting the formation of more favorable loops . Unless stated otherwise, we always include in our list the segments with their sub-segments.
-the list may be limited to segments having M base-pairs or more, to segments having an energy below a certain threshold, etc... (10) .
In table 1, we give the calculation times obtained for three RNA sequences, under conditions of minimum complexity (no odd pairs, no sub-segments) and maximum complexity (sub-segments and odd pairs taken into account). Calculations are fifty time slower under MAX than under MIN conditions. This should be kept in mind when comparing the efficiencies of various programs.
At present the program is suitable for complete explorations of RNA pieces up to 120 to 150 nucleotides. Are the generated structures biologically significant ? The state of the art is illustrated in Fig. 1 , with an analysis of the secondary structures in Drosophila mela nog aster 5S RNA (18) . The cross-linking of this molecule by trimethylpsoralen (19) has brought forward reliable evidence on its structure in solution. Fig. la shows the structure proposed by Thompson, Wegnez and Hearst on the basis of their croos-linking studies (19) . The third best structure generated by our programs, using the "statistical" set of values (10) and a minimum segment length of three base pairs agrees with the cross-linking results and differs from the previous model in two parts, shown in The exploration was made under two different conditions : MIN (no sub-segments, no odd pairs) and MAX (odd pairs and sub-segments taken into account). The number of segments indicated is that of the segments effectively used in the search. The total calculation time (on CDC 6600) is split into a "set-up" time during which the segments are generated and their compatibility sets constructed and a "search" time during which the tree of the solutions is explored recursively. Structures comprising 8 segments or less were examined. The confidence free energy interval e was set to 5.0 kcal and the 5 best solutions were kept in memory. The "empirical" binding model was used for tRNA, and the "statistiCjaT model (10) . We must concede, after a close examination of coordinate base replacements in animal 5S RNA"s that the Nishikawa-Takemura model emerges as the best rationalization, as also acknowledged by several authors (21, 22) . Furthermore, homology arguments have led to a very similar model for prokaryotic 5S RNA"s (23).
In model la, the cross-link between U80 and U95 is joining two residues belonging to two different stems. In model lc, the two cross-linked residues belong to the same stem, which contains an odd pair U.U adjoining a wobble pair U.G, thus :
In this case, both the homology arguments (21, 22) and our energetic calculations favour the same arrangement. This stresses the importance of having secondary structure programs capable of dealing properly with odd pairs. Now if we compare the structures of Fig. lb and Id, we find, according to our energetic estimates, an advantage of 1.3 kcal in favour of lb, while the homology arguments point to the correctness of Id. Thus perhaps CC pairs were overestimated in our calculations.
However, changing the evaluation of U.U's and CC's by a fraction of a kcal will not modify fundamentally the situation. First, nothing guarantees that the solution structure of 5S RNA is identical to the functional structure on the ribosome, so that the model derived from homology considerations may rather apply to the latter. Next, the assumptions of additivity and independence of the various single and double stranded contributions in the energetic models are too crude anyhow to justify one structure to be singled out among a dozen competing structures nested within a 2 kcal interval. It is thus important to use algorithms that examine in a detailed manner all the potential structures, rather than algorithms that work fast but superficially. About twenty options are incorporated into our programs allowing a great flexibility of use. Like Zuker and Stiegier (16) wa can impose pairing in certain regions, or force regions of the molecule to remain single stranded. The programs were written in FORTRAN IV, for a CDC 6600 computer. Since they take advantage of the 60-bits capacity of the words and code the information on the compatibility between segments at the binary level, the programs would need rewriting if adapted on computers with differently-sized words.
